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Ephesians 5:11, 13-16:  "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of 
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made 
manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he 
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give 
thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise, 
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."  
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines: 
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a 
sense of guilt. 
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard 
against surprise or danger. 
Matthew 24:24:  "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."  
II Corinthians 2:11:  "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not 
ignorant of his devices."  
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble 
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then 
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."  
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The Apocalyptic Doomsday Vision Of ISIS Forces All Christians To Become 
Muslims Or Die & Launches Global Armageddon As Islamic Invasion Of The West 
Plays Out Before Our Very Eyes 
The story at the Gatestone Institute International Policy Council today is called 
"Migration Crisis: Islam Will Conquer Europe Without Firing A Shot" and in it we 
learn how the failed policies of the EU and US (under Barack Obama) have 

brought the Arab world to the brink of 
chaos as regime's they've helped to 
destroy are replaced by something 
even worse, a rapidly growing group of 
individuals who truly believe it's their 
destiny to bring America, Christians 
and the entire world to total 
destruction. 
We recently learned that ISIS has a 
plan that (if they had their way) would 
kill 90% of all Americans by 2016 in this 
story from DC Gazette. The Conservative 

Tribune recently told us of a chilling 6-phase plan that ISIS would use to destroy 
America. A story out days ago from Paul McGuire is called "The Babylon Code: Rise of 
The End-Time World State" and in it we read: The world is at a final turning point. An 
unparalleled convergence and acceleration in end-time signs is now occurring. These 
harbingers are geopolitical, economic, scientific, technological, cultural and moral. 
Have we reached the point in world history long warned of in prophecy with an out of 
control, upside down world that seems destined to soon explode in destruction, as ISIS 
warns the west of Armageddon, mega earthquakes and storms the likes the world 
has never seen before, and as this Brookings Institution report lays out so perfectly 
bluntly: The world is in an "unprecedented state of crisis." 
The story also asks succinctly: Is this the end of civilization? 
In this 1st video from the Brookings Institution they take a look at the ISIS apocalypse 
including the history, strategy and doomsday vision of the Islamic State. Much more 
below video including an in depth video on ISIS' plans to behead the Pope and kill 
hundreds of millions of Christians and Americans as well as a video that takes a look 
inside ISIS's territory and their promise of a nuclear tsunami. 
To watch go to: https://www.youtube.com/watch?t=4&v=j4AM1AZB88o  
In the next video below we see German author Frederic Todenhoefer inside ISIS 
territory and hear the warning straight from ISIS's lips, they will conquer Europe, it's 
not a matter of if, but when. Telling us they will kill hundreds of millions up to 500 
million or more, we hear that ISIS plans the biggest religious holocaust in the 
history of the world and as shared in the 2nd video below, if they can't turn you 
into a Muslim they'll try their very best to kill us... Christians... every one of us. 
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Play: https://youtu.be/1PA1lHgGU0M  
Robert Spencer of Jihad Watch is the author of 'The Complete Infidel's Guide To ISIS' 
and in the newly released next video below, Spencer sends out a very loud and very 

clear warning to all Christians, ISIS has plans 
to convert us ALL to Islam or they will kill us. 
Telling us ISIS' long term goals of beheading 
the Pope in Rome on live TV for the entire 
world to see and launching the biggest 
religious holocaust in history that will lead to 
hundreds of millions of deaths of Christians 
around the world, this video is a must see for 
anyone who still believes we are witnessing 
ANYTHING BUT an Islamic invasion unfolding 
before our eyes that the Jihadis promise will 
lead to Armageddon and the return of the 
Muslim 'messiah', the Mahdi.  
Three days ago, ANP published a story in which 

we warned you of ISIS's plans for 
a 'nuclear tsunami' for humanity 
and as we learned in this ANP 
story from Susan Duclos, a 
mainstream Sunni website 
recently decreed that the Mahdi 
would appear in 2015 or 2016 to 
conquer the world for Islam. In this 
video we learn that they also 
believe Jesus will return but for a 
much different reason than 
Christians believe, according to 

Islam, Jesus will return to 'break the cross' and convert the world's Christians to 
Islam.  
Warning us about a 'number of very strange things' that are now happening in Europe 
with countless thousands of refugees moving into the continent, Spencer asks in this 
video why all of these refugees are Muslims when over a million Christians were 
displaced in Syria. He also asks us where these refugees are each getting the 1000 
Euros that is being required of them to enter the European Union.  
Spencer concludes that countless members of this European invasion are agents 
of ISIS and will be used to force Europeans to submit to Islamic law and while 
that may seem far-fetched to some, all we need to do is look at what is happening 
elsewhere as 'Germany becomes Absurdistan', descending into total chaos. More 
below this video that everyone should see.  
Play:  https://youtu.be/F0G4o4OOyH4  
We learned back on September 13th that 50 US intel chiefs had recently revolted 
against Obama on ISIS intelligence and according to one Pentagon 
official, Obama is lying about ISIS to us all. RT told us in May that ISIS was 
attempting to get nuclear weapons from Pakistan while a June story from Newsmax told 
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us of ISIS' plans of smuggling a nuclear weapon across our completely open 
southern border. Meanwhile, the state of Texas shows once again they are way 
ahead of the curve, drafting a bill to halt the Muslim invasion being pushed by 
Barack Obama and the United Nations.   
If Robert Spencer's book and warnings of ISIS' intentions are correct, we are quickly 
running out of time to eradicate this total threat to liberty and humanity as they 
close in on their apocalyptic visions and in the final video below, Secular 
Talk asks why the Obama administration has 'dumbed down' ISIS intelligence as 
they race way toward's their perceived destiny, the total annihilation of the human 
race.    
Play to 4:42:  https://youtu.be/0EzioR47Apw  

 
The Final Betrayal - Something Huge Just Happened But Is It Too Late? Say 
Goodbye To America 
Hard-core conservatives are patting themselves on the back for "ousting" Speaker of 
the House John Boehner, who recented decided to resign from his position at the end of 
October, but did this big win for conservatives come too late? Will one of Boehner's last 
acts, last deals, last capitulation...... seal our fate? 
On Saturday Stefan Stanford highlighted  a number of events where the "elite" appear 
to have had very public meltdowns, one of which was John Boehner's, but recent 
reports show that Boehner may have cut a backroom deal with Minority Leader 
Nancy Pelosi, to "fund the Obama administration for the rest of its tenure, to fund 
Obamacare, to fund executive amnesty, to fund Planned Parenthood, to fund 
implementation of this Iran deal," in what is being referred to as "the final 
betrayal." 
Boehner resigned because he knew that after he cut that deal, conservatives in 
his own party would be so furious with him that it would make challenges to his 
Speakership a certainty, sources say. Even if he survived those challenges, his 
remaining year and three months in office would be contentious and personally 
uncomfortable for him. 
While many consider the Boehner resignation as just "politics" as well as the deal with 
Iran, Planned Parenthood funding, Obamacare and the "executive amnesty" 
capitulation; there may just be the one item that seals the fate of America. 
SAY GOODBYE TO THE CONSTITUTION, HELLO SHARIA LAW 
In an April 2015 One News Now article, Obama's November 21, 2014 Presidential 
Memorandum is highlighted where "Obama declared his strategy to push through 
his executive order that would grant amnesty to more than five-million illegal 
immigrants and child migrants. In order to accommodate them, he put together 
the task force. In addition, the Obama administration is accepting 70,000 foreign 
refugees annually from Somalia, Iraq, Syria, Burma, Bhutan and other terrorist-
harboring Islamic nations." 
According to the New York Times, that number has now been increased to 
accepting 100,000 worldwide refugees each year by 2017. 
We already know there is at least 190 US locations that were secretly selected to 
accept these "refugees," ( List of locations embedded in the linked article) as we 
know that ISIS terrorists and others have infiltrated the refugees population in 
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order to seed themselves across the west.  
Before that list of 190 locations, we were warned by a whistleblower who was on a 
White House conference call that specific mention of teaching illegals how to 
"navigate," not assimilate, and that certain communities would be designated 
"receiving communities," which would of course have taxpayer funds pumped 
into them, then would "morph into emerging immigrant communities." 
Via that ANP article from March 2015: 
Payne goes on to reveal that immigrants were described as "seedlings" that 
needed fertile soil in order to grow, as she asserts, they would continue to grow 
until they "took over the host," and came out of the shadows as natural born and 
legal citizens were pushed into the shadows. 
For those that deny that we are seeing the implementation by Obama, of a long-
term plan to destroy America and replace the U.S. constitution with Sharia, and 
call those that point it out as "conspiracy theorists"; all one has to do is research 
their previously stated goals. 
Via  WND, titled "Poll: Most U.S. Muslims Would Trade Constitution For Sharia": 
According to a local newspaper report, Omar Ahmad, a founder of CAIR, told a 
conference hall packed with California Muslims in July 1998 that Islam isn’t in 
America to be equal to any other faith, but to become dominant. 
The reporter paraphrased Ahmad saying, “The Quran … should be the highest 
authority in America, and Islam the only accepted religion on earth.”[...] 
On April 4, 1993, Hooper told a reporter for the Minneapolis Star-Tribune: “I wouldn’t 
want to create the impression that I wouldn’t like the government of the United States to 
be Islamic sometime in the future.” 
Hooper appeared on Michael Medved’s radio show in October 2003 and stated: “If 
Muslims ever become a majority in the United States, it would be safe to assume that 
they would want to replace the U.S. Constitution with Islamic law, as most Muslims 
believe that God’s law is superior to man-made law.”[...] 
There are now an estimated 3 million Muslims residing in the United States as 
citizens or with permanent legal status, and more than 250,000 new Muslim 
residents enter the U.S. per year as refugees, on work visas and student-based 
visas, according to the Center for Immigration Studies. 
A poll commissioned in May 2015 by the Center for Security Policy showed that 51 
percent of American Muslims preferred that they should have their own Shariah courts 
outside of the legal system ruled by the U.S. Constitution. And nearly a quarter believed 
the use of violent jihad was justified in establishing Shariah. 
"That would translate into over 1.5 million Muslims living in the United States who 
believe that Shariah is 'The Muslim God Allah's law that Muslims must follow and 
impose worldwide by Jihad,'" writes Frank Gaffney Jr., president of the Center for 
Security Policy. 
IS SHARIA LAW COMPATIBLE WITH THE U.S. CONSTITUTION?  
The answer to that question is a resounding NO!  
Many have addressed this issue, an excellent example of the differences can be found 
here, with an item by item listing, as well as a PDF via the Center for Security Policy 
which shows that the First, Second, Fifth, Sixth, Seventh, Eighth and Fourteenth 
Amendments would be null and void under Sharia Law. 
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If this was not a real concern, then why has there been the need in more than two 
dozen U.S. states to consider measures intended to restrict judges from consulting 
sharia law?  Arizona, Kansas, Louisiana, South Dakota, Tennessee, North Carolina and 
Alabama have "banned sharia" i.e. passed foreign law bans. In 2010 and 2011 more 
than two dozen states "considered measures to restrict judges from consulting Shariah, 
or foreign and religious laws more generally". As of 2013 all but 16 states have 
considered such a law. (Source) 
SHARIA COMPLIANCY ALREADY IN AMERICA 
For those unaware, Sharia compliancy is already being implemented in certain 
areas.... as evidenced by Seattle, via WND: 
Seattle’s Democrat Mayor Ed Murray was so concerned that Muslims and other 
residents weren’t buying enough homes in his city that he had a committee investigate 
how that could be rectified. 
One of the committee’s recommendations: Banks need to offer “Shariah-compliant” 
mortgage loans for Seattle’s growing Muslim community. 
Muslims are forbidden by their religious law, Shariah, from paying interest on loans 
so they must be offered loans structured in such a way that interest is not part of 
the package. 
The 28-member committee recommended the city convene lenders and community 
leaders to explore options for increasing access to Shariah-compliant loans, the Puget 
Sound Business Journal reported. 
“We will work to develop new tools for Muslims who are prevented from using 
conventional mortgage products due to their religious beliefs,” said Murray, at a recent 
press conference. 
“More and more lenders are offering Shariah-compliant financing, according to a 
USA Today report,” the Journal reports. “The sector has grown to more than $1.6 

trillion in assets worldwide over the past three 
decades, and analysts see potential for 
continued growth as the number of Muslims in 
the United States and Europe grows.” 
BOTTOM LINE 
If John Boehner has cut a backroom deal with 
Pelosi, funding executive amnesty, then it would 
indeed be the "final betrayal" against this nation and 
the populace..... we can all say goodbye to the U.S. 
Constitution and all the rights guaranteed to us 

within it and hello to Sharia Law.

 
The United States government has become 'the world's most dangerous terrorist 
organization,' warns former Reagan official  
The United States government has become "the world's most dangerous terrorist 
organization," warns former Reagan official. A former top member of the Reagan 
administration has issued a dire warning about the current state of American 
government: it's evil and will become even more evil in the years ahead as the 
world itself becomes more dangerous. 
Dr. Paul Craig Roberts, said on the Shadow of Truth radio program that 
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Washington, D.C., is a major den of inequity. 
"The United States [military policy] has destroyed seven countries," he says. 
"The populations there are subject to ongoing continual violence either from the 
U.S. or these Jihadists or from the Islamic State. In Libya there's various factions, 
no government – just warlords fighting and nobody's safe anywhere so the 
populations are getting out. You can't live in that type of situation." 

 
President of Argentina Accuses Obama of Treason Against The United States 
Speaking at the United Nations, Cristina Fernandez de Kirchener … the President 
of Argentina … dropped a bombshell that, if true, would make President Barack 
Obama guilty of High Treason against the United States, and mankind as a whole.  
According to President de Kirchener, in 2010 Gary Samore … the White House 
Coordinator for Arms Control and Weapons of Mass Destruction, approached her, 
requesting her government send enriched uranium to Iran. Samore admits this, 
and says he also approached Russia and France asking the same of them! All 
three countries refused his request!  
For proof see the Marshall Report:  
The request fell short when Kirchener asked for the deal in writing and Samore 
was never heard from again. 
Samore did release a statement admitting that he made the request in 2010 and 
Argentina balked at the deal. He also admitted that he had approached France 
and Russia with a similar proposal. That deal fell through as well. The deal was 
supposedly to allow Iran to send their low enriched uranium to Russia to enrich 
further, then send it to France to finish converting it into nuclear reactor fuel then 
send it back to Iran for its own use. That deal also fell through. 
These deals lead to a new U.N. resolution with Iran that eventually led to the bargaining 
table for the horrible deal Obama has worked out with them this year. 
Obama’s White House administration has not responded to these potentially 
treasonous allegations as of yet. 
There’s only one real reason for Iran to have enriched uranium, and it has nothing to do 
with generating electricity!  
Obama’s nuke deal with Iran is itself totally treasonous, but deliberately arming 
the world’s leading sponsor of terrorism [a regime that screams “Death to 
America” on a daily basis] with nuclear weapons, AND roughly $150 BILLION in 
cash, so they can purchase intercontinental ballistic missiles capable of hitting 
targets within the United States [which Obama’s treaty allows] is the most evil 
thing any American president has ever done.  
This is the sort of thing that should make the America people all across the 
nation stand up and DEMAND Obama’s immediate resignation, as well as criminal 
proceedings to commence. Obama has proven over and over that he is an enemy 
of the United States, and Free people all around the world. Everything he has 
done for the past 7 years has been designed to destroy America and her allies, 
and strengthen her enemies.  
We can’t wait for January 2017 and Obama’s exit from office. He can do too much 
damage between now and then. He has to go now and criminal investigations 
must begin immediately. The survival of the Free world demands this.  
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Reports: Threat Level High In OK And Texas As Quiet Invasion Takes Place With 
41 New Sanctuary Cities In America In Last 4 Months  Reports are coming in from 
several different sources to suggest that a 'quiet invasion' is now ongoing in 
America as shared in a popular Facebook post warning seen below of 6 buses 
witnessed driving through the Oklahoma area completely filled with Middle 
Eastern men of fighting age and being escorted by several official vehicles. We 
also see the recent 1st video below in which we learn of 41 new sanctuary cities 
that have popped up across America in the last 4 months alone.  
While at this time, ANP is unable to confirm the authenticity of the Facebook post 
seen in the screenshots near the bottom of this story, we felt it best to put this 
notice out there and ask our readers who are in the Texas, Oklahoma area if they 
are aware of any such events now happening? We are also republishing this as a 
community service announcement that has already been picked up by other 
alternative news and militia websites including from retired US Army Captain 
Terry M. Hestilow who tells us the threat level is high in Texas and Oklahoma.  
We also learn about the 41 new sanctuary cities in America in the last 4 months 
alone in the 1st video while in the 2nd video, we hear from Ann Corcoran from 
Secure Freedom who tells us all about the refugee resettlement now going on 
across America.  
Corcoran confirms what many of us are already figuring out - we are witnessing 
an invasion that could easily be set to topple America and it's all being 
orchestrated by the United Nations and those who would benefit most greatly by 
an intentionally destabilized America.  
Even some might think it impossible for such a strong and mighty nation like 
America to be invaded, the latest report from retired Green Beret Jeremiah 
Johnson goes beyond merely ISIS and a quiet invasion of America as he warns: 
"Is China Preparing For A Land Invasion Of The West Coast Of The United 
States?" The signs are all here - they're getting ready for something huge - are 
you? 
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Play to 2:00: https://youtu.be/gp2FbjT7hdY  
Also see: http://www.infowars.com/special-report-strong-cities-network-
euphemism-for-nwo-global-police-force/  
Play: https://youtu.be/6PzT8vEvYPg  

 
Kansas US: Wichita State University Turns Christian Chapel Into Mosque for 
Muslim Students 
Right in the American Heartland, in the state of Kansas, a minority group of 
Muslim students have succeeded in taking over what used to be the Christian 
chapel of their university to the dismay of the school’s majority Christian 
population. 
Ironically, the Muslims gained control of the Christian prayer area with the help of 
the administrators of Wichita State University (WSU) who, last May, decided to 
make the university’s chapel “faith neutral” to accommodate Muslim students, 
according to a Fox News report. 
University officials ordered workers to remove all the pews and the altar inside 
the Harvey D. Grace Memorial Chapel. Muslim prayer rugs and some portable 
chairs were then brought inside. 
In a statement, WSU President John Bardo said the changes were in compliance 
with the wishes of the chapel’s benefactor, Mrs. Harvey D. Grace, who in her last 
will wrote that “this chapel will be open to all creeds and to all races of people.” 
Guided by this, Bardo said they decided to convert the chapel into a facility 
“welcoming to all religious groups on campus.” 
But the changes ultimately resulted in a “Christian cleansing,” according to Fox 
News. “Anything remotely related to the décor of a Christian church was given 
the heave-ho.” 

https://youtu.be/gp2FbjT7hdY
http://www.infowars.com/special-report-strong-cities-network-euphemism-for-nwo-global-police-force/
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The student alumni and university donors protested the removal of the pews and 
altar. “Why did they have to take out all the pews?” alum Jean Ann Cusick wrote 
on Facebook. 
But the Muslims now in control of the facility are dismissing the Christian 
outrage, calling it “Islamophobia,” or prejudice against Muslims. 
 
ARABIC FASTEST-GROWING LANGUAGE IN USA... 
Record 63.2 million non-English speaking residents... 
Feds deport fewest immigrants in decade... 
http://allnewspipeline.com/Quiet_Invasion_Sanctuary_Cities.php   

 
A Decisive Shift In The Power Balance Has Occurred 
The world is beginning to realize that a change in world affairs occurred on 
September 28 when President Putin of Russia stated in his UN speech that 
Russia can no longer tolerate Washington’s vicious, stupid, and failed policies 
that have unleashed chaos, which is engulfing the Middle East and now Europe. 
Two days later, Russia took over the military situation in Syria and began the 
destruction of the Islamic State forces. 
Perhaps among Obama’s advisors there are a few who are not drowning in hubris 
and can understand this change. Sputnik news reports that some high-level 
security advisors to Obama have advised him to withdraw US military forces from 
Syria and give up his plan to overthrow Assad. They advised Obama to cooperate 
with Russia in order to stop the refugee flow that is overwhelming Washington’s 
vassals in Europe. The influx of unwanted peoples is making Europeans aware of 
the high cost of enabling US foreign policy. 
Several commentators, such as Mike Whitney and Stephen Lendman, have 
concluded, correctly, that there is nothing that Washington can do about Russian 
actions against the Islamic State. The neoconservatives’ plan for a UN no-fly zone 
over Syria in order to push out the Russians is a pipedream. Indeed, the Russians 
have already established a de facto no-fly zone. 
Putin, without issuing any verbal threats or engaging in any name-calling, has 
decisively shifted the power balance, and the world knows it.  
Washington’s response consists of name-calling, bluster and more lies, some of 
which is echoed by some of Washington’s ever more doubtful vassals. The only 
effect is to demonstrate Washington’s impotence.  
Stop the Putin Worship! He’s a Former KGB Thug Working for the Bankers  
http://www.infowars.com/a-decisive-shift-in-the-power-balance-has-occurred/print  

 
Most Read Stories in World on 10-11-15 
# 1 Russian jet SHOT DOWN by Turkey after it flew into their airspace, according 
to reports 
# 2 'One step closer to war' - RAF given all clear to SHOOT DOWN Russian 
aircraft 
# 3 End of ISIS? Putin 'sending 150,000 soldiers to Syria to WIPE OUT evil Islamic 
State' 
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# 4 Putin offers to TEAM UP with the West to DESTROY Islamic State – but they 
fail to respond 
# 5 Putin's boost in battle against ISIS: China preparing to 'team up with Russia in 
Syria' 

 
Hungary’s Viktor Orban, Sole Voice Of Sanity In The EU, Tells The Truth On 
Muslim Invasion 
A listener commented: If this man is being truthful about protecting Christians, 
then we truly need to pray for him and Hungary. 
“Everything which is now taking place before our eyes threatens to have 
explosive consequences for the whole of Europe. Europe’s response is madness. 
We must acknowledge that the European Union’s misguided immigration policy 
is responsible for this situation.” 
The voice of truth and common sense has been so long stilled that to hear it 
given utterance by anyone in government in Europe is startling. Those words of 
Viktor Orban, Prime Minister of Hungary, are the first truthful and accurate 
analysis we have heard from any EU politician of the immigration catastrophe 
now engulfing our continent. Nor did he confine himself to those remarks. 
“Those arriving have been raised in another religion and represent a radically different 
culture. Most of them are not Christians, but Muslims,” he added. “This is an important 
question because Europe and European identity is rooted in Christianity. Is it not 
worrying in itself that European Christianity is now barely able to keep Europe 
Christian? There is no alternative, and we have no option but to defend our borders.” 
To defend Christianity today is to violate the ultimate taboo of the Brussels 
multiculturalists and the forces of political correctness that promote mass 
immigration for precisely the objective of eradicating Europe’s Christian identity. 
Orban and his Fidesz party have long been a target for demonisation by the 
cultural Marxist left, ever since it gave Hungary an admirable new constitution. 
When Hillary Clinton, the New York Times, the United Nations and the Brussels 
kleptocracy all denounce a nation, it is a clear sign that it is doing something 
good. 
Hungary has already been invaded – no other term is accurate – by 160,000 
migrants this year alone. 
Where are the genuine refugees, the Iraqi and Syrian Christians at risk of murder 
by Isil? When did we last see a Christian refugee family featured in the media? Or 
do Syrian Christian women wear the hijab? If we had not imported 8 million 
unnecessary immigrants already, we would have plenty of room for terrorised 
Christians. That would be the truly humanitarian response: rigorously screen the 
migrants, accept only the Christians (the policy adopted by Cyprus) and send the 
Muslims to the rich Islamic states such as Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates 
and Qatar, who are not known to have taken in a single refugee. If Shiite Muslims 
are in danger from Isil, let Iran admit its co-religionists. 
http://www.breitbart.com/london/2015/09/08/hungarys-viktor-orban-sole-voice-of-
sanity-in-the-eu-tells-the-truth-on-immigration/ 
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From: Julie 
Subject: Still thinking about going to France 

Coming to a town close to you.....  
Hi there, We just received this email and thought it was worth passing on.  We 
have family in France right now and they were told not to go into several no go 
areas as it was too dangerous. This video is a real wake up call. 
Play: https://www.youtube.com/embed/u0j4Vm-XVIY?feature=player_detailpage  

 
Chancellor Merkel: “Lord God” Sent Illegal Immigrants  EU Cardinal says illegal 
entry into Europe is a “fundamental right.”  
Thousands join anti-Islam march as Merkel criticised for welcoming refugees 
German Bar Instructs Citizens to Inform on Parents Opposed to Illegal 
Immigration  Urges behavior reminiscent of East Germany’s Stasi.  

 
'DOWN, DOWN USA' CHANTS AT MILLION MAN MARCH IN DC... 
Crowds gathered at the Million Man March in Washington, D.C. were led in a 

“down, down USA” chant Saturday 
morning by a female speaker.  
The Native American woman 
proclaimed “They have a whole race 
of indigenous people on 
reservations, concentration camps. 
They’re out there killing the 
indigenous people spiritually,” she 
said. 
Thousands of black people and 
other minorities descended on the 
nation’s capital with banners and 

flags for the “Justice or Else!” rally — the 20th anniversary of the first Million Man 
March. 
FARRAKHAN says: 'America Under Divine Judgement'... 
'Calamities Going to Get Stronger'... 

 
ISIS Cuts Off Fingertips of 12-Yr Old Christian Boy He was later crucified with his 
father. Ten others were killed, including two women, who were raped in front of a 
crowd before being beheaded. 
THIS IS ISLAM: 'Once Ten Of Us Rape You, You Become a Muslim' 
Devout Muslim Father Beats His 4-Year-old Daughter to Death for Not Covering 
Her Head 
Providence Rhode Island US: Four Muslim Men From Saudi Arabia Charged With 
‘..Drugging and Gang-Raping..’ At least 2 Girls 
Palestinians joyous by sharing pictures of dead Israelis--Picture of murdered 
young couple is "most significant" 
and the attack brings "expressions of joy" to Palestinians 
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